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QUESTION 1

Why is tunneling-based trojan software so useful for hackers if it is installed inside a corporate network? Choose the
best answer. 

A. Tunneling software uses ports that are not well knwon,eg.12345 

B. Stateful inspection firewalls can only filter Server ports of 1-1023 

C. It makes network penetration trivial the tunneling occurs using Whatever port(s) the firewall is configured to allow 

D. Anti-trojan software do not have signatures for tunneling trojans,therefore it is easy to have end- users install
tunneling trojans. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is one possible method that hackers can use to sniff SSL connections?Choose the best answer. 

A. Use dsniff 

B. Act as a man in the middle between the client and the webserver and send the client a fake certificate that the user
will accept as legitimate 

C. Use SSLSniff to sniff the session key exchange 

D. Use SSL Relay 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Bob has just produced a very detailed penetration testing report for his client.Bob wishes to ensure that the report will
not be changed in storage or in transit.What would be the best tool that Bob can use to assure the integrity of the
information and detect any changeds that could have happend to the report while being transmitted or stored? 

A. A Symmetric Encryption Algorithm 

B. An Asymmetric Encryption Algorithm 

C. An Hashing Algorithm 

D. The ModDetect Algorithm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Select the best method of securing the underlying data tables on a database system. 

A. Create service accounts with the correct privileges for the action the user is carrying out, i.e.read only or full control. 

B. Allow only users to connect as the SA account. 

C. Create a service account with full access privilege over the underlying data tables. 

D. Allow only applications to interrogate a mirror of the database. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following SQL scripts will discover the usernames and hashed passwords from a MSSQL server? 

A. SELECT *FROM* 

B. SELECT name,password FROM master..login UNION ALL SELECT *FROM database.log 

C. SELECT name,password FROM master..sysxlogins 

D. SELECT uname AND passwd FROM master 

Correct Answer: C 
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